
 Release Notes
As part of our efforts to continually enhance and improve functionality of the IROC system,
we will be upgrading the Production environment to the ServiceNow Vancouver platform
tomorrow night Wednesday, January 31st from 2200 to 0200 mst Thursday February 1st.

During this time, the IROC Production instance will be unavailable.
To prevent data loss users should be logged out of the system by 2159 mst.

We will upgrade the Practice environment Sunday, February 4th from 0001 - 0400 mst.
During this time, the IROC Practice instance will be unavailable.
To prevent data loss users should be logged out of the system by 2359 mst Saturday
February 3rd.

ServiceNow Vancouver upgrade features include the following:

Expanded timeout notification on IROC Portal
IROC will let you know if your session is going to timeout or if you have been
disconnected on Service Portal.
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 Release Notes
Enhanced data visualization

IROC now has improved color contrast and enhanced dark mode availability.
The “Show all buttons with the need to hover” user preference feature has been
included. This feature displays all invisible fields, so users don’t have to hover over them
to see them. This enhancement is helpful for users with visual impairments, mobility
issues, and cognitive limitations.
Introduced the "Enable keyboard focus on truncated text” user preference feature.
This feature allows users to see the truncated text for non-interactive elements when
they are using the keyboard. This enhancement is helpful for sighted users who rely
solely on a keyboard.
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Users have two additional customizable “Display” options via “Preferences” under
the user profile icon in the upper right of the DMT include:
Show ability to quick edit favorites: Enables the ability to edit the name and location
of a favorite when adding it.
Show results from other menus when filtering menu items: Shows results from all
menus except the History menu when filtering from any menu. If turned off, menus
show results only from the menu you're filtering from. The All menu returns results
from all menus except the History menu regardless of this setting.
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Group your Favorites!

This feature allows you to quickly find data lists or shortcuts in the Favorites menu
by grouping your favorites in a folder structure. On your Favorites tab you can
customize how favorites appear in the menu by editing their names, icons, and colors,
and their position in a folder structure. Here’s how:

Select the Favorites menu at the top of your screen in DMT.
Select the pen “Edit your favorites” icon to the left of the pin “Pin Favorites
menu” icon.
Select “Create custom group” at the bottom of your Favorites list.
In the “Name” field, enter a Name for the group.
(Optional) Select a color for icons associated with the favorites in this group. 

You can also set colors specific to each favorite in the group.
Move favorites into the group by dragging them under the group's name.
(Optional) Repeat the previous steps to create additional custom groups or
subgroups.
Select Save edits.
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